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Historical and projected trends in nearsurface temperature indices for 22 locations in
South Africa
Motivated by the risks posed by global warming, historical trends and future projections of near-surface
temperature in South Africa have been investigated in a number of previous studies. These studies included
the assessment of trends in average temperatures as well as extremes. In this study, historical trends in
near-surface minimum and maximum temperatures as well as extreme temperature indices in South Africa
were critically investigated by comparing quality-controlled station observations with downscaled model
projections. Because climate models are the only means of generating future global warming projections,
this critical point comparison between observed and downscaled model simulated time series can provide
valuable information regarding the interpretation of model-generated projections. Over the historical
1951–2005 period, both observed data and downscaled model projections were compared at 22 point
locations in South Africa. An analysis of model projection trends was conducted over the period 2006–2095.
The results from the historical analysis show that model outputs tend to simulate the historical trends well
for annual means of daily maximum and minimum temperatures. However, noteworthy discrepancies exist
in the assessment of temperature extremes. While both the historical model simulations and observations
show a general warming trend in the extreme indices, the observational data show appreciably more spatial
and temporal variability. On the other hand, model projections for the period 2006–2095 show that for the
medium-to-low concentration Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5, the projected decrease in
cold nights is not as strong as is the case for the historically observed trends. However, the upward trends in
warm nights for both the RCP4.5 and the high concentration RCP8.5 pathways are noticeably stronger than
the historically observed trends. For cool days, future projections are comparable to the historically observed
trends, but for hot days noticeably higher. Decreases in cold spells and increases in warm spells are expected
to continue in future, with relatively strong positive trends on a regional basis. It is shown that projected trends
are not expected to be constant into the future, in particular trends generated from the RCP8.5 pathway that
show a strong increase in warming towards the end of the projection period.
Significance:
•

Comparison between the observed and simulated trends emphasises the necessity to assess the
reliability of the output of climate models which have a bearing on the credibility of projections.

•

The limitation of the models to adequately simulate the climate extremes, renders the projections
conservative, which is an important result in the light of climate change adaptation.

Introduction
Background
Global warming, as a result of increased concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs), poses a considerable risk
to a sustainable present climate regime. In this context, a number of studies have previously been conducted to
investigate historical trends in near-surface temperatures in South Africa, including extremes.1-4 Most of these
studies agree – indicating a general, but spatially variable, warming over recent decades. Mean temperatures
show trends of less than 0.04 °C/decade for some stations in the interior, but higher than 0.20 °C/decade in the
southwestern and northeastern parts of the country. Trends in temperature extremes also reflect warming, also
with stronger warming in the southwest and northeast.1
A number of modelling studies have already been conducted to identify the most possible future near-surface
temperature scenarios over southern Africa5-8, e.g. the Climate Change Reference Atlas produced in 2017 by
the South African Weather Service, with support from the South African Water Research Commission (available
online at www.weathersa.co.za/climate/climate-change-reference-atlas). The latter is based on previous dynamical
downscaling modelling done under the auspices of the Coordinated Regional-climate Downscaling Experiment
(CORDEX).9 The simulations of nine coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs), which were
included in the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5)10, were used as
inputs for a 1951–2095 simulation downscaled to a resolution of 0.4° x 0.4° using the Rossby Centre Regional Model
Version 4 (RCA4) regional climate model (RCM)11. The main parts of the publication considered in this study are
future projections of the average near-surface temperature for two 30-year periods, i.e. 2036–2065 and 2066–2095.
In the light of observed global warming as a result of increased concentrations of GHGs, various future GHG
concentration based projections have been produced, known as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs).10
These RCPs have been defined according to the anthropogenic contribution to atmospheric radiative forcing projected
for the year 2100 as a result of the projected increases in GHGs. The medium-to-low concentration RCP4.5 (a pathway
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AOGCM output fields were dynamically downscaled to a resolution of
0.44° x 0.44°. From the grid of the RCA4 model output, the values at
the positions of the 22 observation stations were estimated using a
trigonometrical estimation method, to coincide as closely as possible
with the positions at which the measurements were made.

that stabilises radiative forcing at 4.5 W/m2 in 2100 without ever exceeding
that value) and the high concentration RCP8.5 (which projects a radiative
forcing of 8.5 W/m2 in 2100 – also known as ‘business as usual’) GHG
projections are the most commonly used in climate change projections and
were also used in this study12.

Assessment of agreement between model simulations
and observed trends
The availability of both observed and climate change simulated nearsurface temperature data provide the opportunity to validate the
consistencies of model simulated trends against the associated observed
trends. Such an analysis could create a better understanding of how to
eventually interpret future projections.
Regional climate model outputs contain systematic errors (also known
as biases) when compared to observations. It is therefore not advisable
to use raw climate change projection data, but rather to express change
in terms of future anomalies relative to the historically simulated climate.
In the case in which change in actual values is required, an assessment
of the historical performance of the model output becomes essential,
and if needed, the calibration of the model output through the application
of bias correction methods.13,14 Systematic errors or biases generated by
climate models can be determined through a model evaluation process,
i.e. an assessment of inconsistencies between historically simulated
results and the associated observations, e.g. the CMIP5 model evaluation
exercise for Australia15, and the comparison study between regional
climate model simulations of daily near-surface temperatures and
observations16. In general, biases in climate model outputs can greatly
affect the estimation of the future effects of climate change in climatereliant sectors, such as agriculture17, if not adequately addressed.
It is also important to consider that an acceleration in future surface
temperature trends is highly possible, primarily as a result of a projected
acceleration in future GHG emissions. The concentration of CO2 has
increased from its pre-industrial levels of about 280 ppm in the 1880s
to 395 ppm recently18, while the RCP4.5 pathway considers an increase
to 560 ppm by 2100.

Positions of climate stations with provincial names in italics.

Table 1:

List of stations with homogenised time series used in the study,
with mean positions and height ranges
Approximate
latitude (°)

Approximate
longitude (°)

Approximate
height (m)

Cape Agulhas

-34.83

20.02

8

Cape Point

-34.35

18.50

208–227

Cape St. Blaize

-34.18

22.15

60–76

Cape Town International

-33.98

18.60

42–46

Port Elizabeth

-33.98

25.60

59–60

Climate station

In this paper, we aim to provide insight into systematic biases or errors
between CORDEX model simulated and observed daily maximum and
minimum temperatures at 22 locations in South Africa, over the period
1951–2005. Despite differences in the internal variability between model
and observations, which influences the degree of correspondence
with observations19, the period over which the comparisons are made
in this study is deemed sufficiently long to compare long-term trends.
In addition, trends in temperature extremes according to the indices
developed by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices
(ETCCDI)20 are considered in the analysis.

Data and methods
Near-surface temperature data
Homogenised daily near-surface temperature data, recorded at 22 climate
stations in South Africa (Figure 1) over the period 1951–2005, were used
for the comparison between trends in the observed and associated model
data, to quantify systematic errors in the model output for both the multimodel mean (mmm) and each of the nine model ensemble members. The
measured temperature data, presented in Table 1, is a subset of the data
used in the study by Kruger and Nxumalo1, and underwent a thorough
process of quality control and subsequent homogenisation to be deemed
sufficiently reliable to use for the estimation of historical long-term
temperature trends in South Africa.
The RCA4 RCM11 ensemble member data comprise daily maximum
and minimum near-surface temperature values generated by forcing
the RCM across its lateral boundaries by output from nine AOGCMs
(see Table 2) over the historical period 1951–2005 (representative of
observed atmospheric composition and variability), and the future
period 2006–2095 (representative of responses as a result of RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 GHG increases). In the CORDEX-Africa simulations,
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Figure 1:

2

Langgewens

-33.28

18.70

175

Cape Columbine

-32.83

17.85

63

Beaufort West

-32.35

22.60

857–902

Calvinia

-31.48

19.77

975–980

Vanwyksvlei

-30.35

21.82

962

Emerald Dale

-29.93

29.95

1189

Cedara

-29.53

30.28

1076

Mount Edgecombe

-29.70

31.05

91

Glen College

-28.95

26.33

1304

Upington

-28.45

21.25

793–841

Cape St. Lucia

-28.50

32.40

3–107

Vryburg

-26.95

24.63

1234

Johannesburg

-26.13

28.23

1676–1695

Pretoria University
Experimental Farm

-25.75

28.27

1372

Bela Bela

-24.90

28.33

1143

Polokwane

-23.87

29.45

1230–1311

Musina

-22.27

29.90

525
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Table 2:

on the t-test at the 5% level. Firstly, the correlation coefficient R was
calculated. To establish whether the value of the correlation coefficient is
significant, the test statistic was calculated:

Nine Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models used in
this study for downscaling with the Rossby Centre Regional
Model Version 4 (RCA4) regional climate model (RCA4 RCM)
Model

Institute (country)

Reference

A. CanESM2m

CCCMa (Canada)

25

B. CNRM-CM5

CNRM-CERFACS (France)

26

C. CSIRO-Mk3

CSIRO-QCCCE (Australia)

27

D. IPSL-CM5A-MR

IPSL (France)

28

E. MICRO5

AORI-NIES-JAMSTEC (Japan)

29

F. HadGEM2-ES

Hadley Centre (UK)

30

G. MPI-ESM-LR

MPI-M (Germany)

31

H. NorESMI-M

NCC (Norway)

32

I. GFDL-ESM2M

GFDL (USA)

33

r=

Results
An initial screening of the RCA4 RCM output shows projected deviations
(2036–2065 minus 1976–2005 averages) in the near-surface temperature
median, under conditions of the RCP4.5 pathway, to be between +1 °C and
+1.5 °C for the South African coastal regions, +1.5 °C and +2 °C for most
of the interior, and +2 °C and +2.5 °C in isolated parts in the northwestern
interior. An increase of +1.5 °C to +2 °C over a 60-year period equates
to about +0.25–0.35 °C/decade, substantially higher than the observed
historical trends, which vary to a maximum of just over +2 °C/decade.1
Furthermore, model results from the RCP4.5 pathway for 2066–2085 show
an acceleration of trend for most of South Africa of about +0.25–0.35 °C/
decade, but +0.3–1 °C/decade in the northwestern parts. For the RCP8.5
pathway, temperature trends are, as expected, much stronger, with most
of South Africa experiencing a mean temperature increase of about +2 °C
to +3 °C in 2036–2065, compared to 1976–2005, equating to a trend in
excess of +0.3 °C/decade.

Extreme near-surface temperature indices
Ten relevant maximum and minimum extreme temperature indices,
as developed by the ETCCDI22 and listed in Table 3, were considered.
As demonstrated in previous studies1,3, some of the ETCCDI indices cannot
be deemed to be wholly relevant to the South African climate. Particularly,
some of the absolute-threshold indices were omitted as the index values
from different locations in South Africa are not directly comparable,
because of the country’s complex climate23, but also because of the
possible bias in the model outputs21.

Historical trends (1951–2005)
Annual average minimum and maximum temperatures

Relevant extreme temperature indices, developed by the World
Meteorological Organization’s Expert Team on Climate Change
Detection and Indices, use in this study

Index

Definition

Units

On average, the RCMs underestimate the observed annual average
minimum temperature trends by about 0.05 °C/decade, compared to the
observations (Table 4). While the average RCM trends range from +0.10
to +0.16 °C/decade, the range in trends in the observed time series is
much larger, from insignificantly small to very large trends of more than
+0.4 °C/decade. It can be argued that in some, but not all, cases of large
positive trends, urbanisation might have played a role, e.g. Pretoria1.

Description

TX90P

Annual number of days when TX
> 90th percentile

days

Annual number of hot
days

TX10P

Annual number of days when TX
< 10th percentile

days

Annual number of cool
days

TXx

Annual maximum value of TX

°C

Annual daytime hottest
temperature

TXn

Annual minimum value of TX

°C

Annual daytime
coolest temperature

WSDI

Annual number of days with at
least six consecutive days when
TX > 90th percentile

days

Annual longest hot
spell

TNx

Annual maximum value of TN

°C

Annual nighttime
warmest temperature

TNn

Annual minimum value of TN

°C

Annual nighttime
coldest temperature

TN90P

Annual number of days when TN
> 90th percentile

days

Annual number of
warm nights

TN10P

Annual number of days when TN
< 10th percentile

days

Annual number of cold
nights

CSDI

Annual number of days with at
least six consecutive days when
TN < 10th percentile

days

Annual longest cold
spell

For the annual average maximum temperature, there is on average little
difference between the trends captured by the RCM (+0.12 °C/decade)
and the observations (+0.14 °C/decade). However, on closer inspection,
as with the minimum temperature, the range of the RCM average trend
(+0.09 to +0.17 °C/decade) is much smaller than that of the observed
trend (-0.12 to +0.36 °C/decade).
The annual average temperatures also show the range of the RCM
trends (+0.10 to +0.15 °C/decade) to be much smaller than those of
the associated observed trends (-0.02 to +0.38 °C/decade). The results
indicate that no RCM ensemble member consistently simulates the
observed trends better than others. It is also noteworthy that the RCM
ensemble members are mostly unable to simulate strong observed
warming trends. The models that in general simulate localised strong
warming better, do not perform as well in those areas with less observed
warming, e.g. the central interior of South Africa.2,3

ETCCDI index trends
Diurnal temperature range
The differences in diurnal temperature range between the observations
(obs) and mmm are apparent, in that for the mmm very small trends are
shown, which are not statistically significant (Figure 2). In contrast, the
obs show highly variable results, both in space and magnitude, which
vary from negative trends less than -0.25 °C/decade to small positive
trends up to +0.15 °C/decade. The observed trend magnitudes vary
over relatively short distances, which could indicate influences of local
or microscale effects on the change in differences between minimum
and maximum temperatures.

Trend analysis
For historical average minimum and maximum temperatures, trends in
the time series of the observed data were compared to the nine RCM
ensemble member data time series, to identify any consistent biases
in individual ensemble members. For the extreme temperature indices,
the trend results of the observed and the mmm were compared. All the
estimated trend values are linear and the statistical significance is based
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Equation 1

√n−2+t2

where n is the number of pairs of observations/measurements and t
is the value in the t-table corresponding with the selected level of
significance. If R>r then R is statistically significant at the selected level
of significance, in this case 5%. It can be shown that with statistical
testing of historical climate trends, little difference in results is found
between when linearity is assumed and when not.

The model outputs were not bias-adjusted. While bias-adjustment has a
large effect on modelled trends of absolute-threshold indices, it is found
not to be the case for percentile-based indices21, on which the extreme
temperature trend analysis is focused in this paper.

Table 3:

t

3
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Table 4:

Observed trend of annual average minimum temperature (°C), as well as trend deviations of each one of the nine regional climate model (RCM)
ensemble members (A–I as in indicated in Table 2) from the observed trend. The mmm trend and trend deviation are also given. Trends (°C/
decade) were calculated over the period 1951–2005.

RCM ensemble trend deviation from observed trend
Climate station

Observed
trend

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Mmm trend
deviation

Mmm
trend

Cape Agulhas

0.18

0.03

-0.10

-0.12

0.03

-0.08

-0.15

-0.06

-0.05

-0.04

-0.06

0.12

Cape Point

0.25

-0.11

-0.17

-0.19

-0.04

-0.14

-0.23

-0.12

-0.10

-0.12

-0.14

0.11

Cape St. Blaize

0.12

0.03

-0.04

-0.07

0.11

-0.01

-0.08

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.00

0.12

Cape Town
International

0.33

-0.18

-0.25

-0.26

-0.14

-0.22

-0.32

-0.19

-0.17

-0.18

-0.21

0.12

Port Elizabeth

0.46

-0.28

-0.38

-0.41

-0.23

-0.35

-0.45

-0.33

-0.30

-0.29

-0.34

0.12

Langgewens

0.17

-0.00

-0.09

-0.08

0.04

-0.05

-0.17

-0.02

0.01

-0.00

-0.04

0.13

Cape Columbine

0.07

0.07

0.00

0.00

0.13

0.04

-0.06

0.06

0.09

0.07

0.04

0.11

Beaufort West

0.27

-0.07

-0.17

-0.22

-0.03

-0.16

-0.22

-0.10

-0.10

-0.08

-0.12

0.15

-0.02

0.17

0.12

0.03

0.25

0.12

0.04

0.18

0.22

0.17

0.14

0.12

Vanwyksvlei

0.10

0.11

0.00

-0.04

0.12

0.02

-0.04

0.08

0.08

0.11

0.04

0.14

Emerald Dale

0.09

0.08

0.01

-0.06

0.08

-0.02

-0.02

0.07

0.07

0.02

0.03

0.12

Cedara

0.21

-0.05

-0.11

-0.20

-0.05

-0.15

-0.15

-0.07

-0.06

-0.09

-0.11

0.10

Mount Edgecombe

0.31

-0.16

-0.21

-0.29

-0.14

-0.25

-0.20

-0.17

-0.18

-0.27

-0.20

0.11

Glen College

0.09

0.11

0.03

-0.01

0.12

0.02

-0.05

0.06

0.04

0.12

0.05

0.14

Upington

0.33

-0.08

-0.21

-0.26

-0.10

-0.23

-0.26

-0.18

-0.13

-0.09

-0.17

0.16

Cape St. Lucia

0.18

-0.03

-0.06

-0.17

-0.02

-0.12

-0.07

-0.01

-0.06

-0.08

-0.07

0.11

Vryburg

0.07

0.15

0.07

0.02

0.16

0.03

-0.02

0.07

0.12

0.15

0.08

0.15

Johannesburg

0.18

0.00

-0.05

-0.16

0.02

-0.08

-0.14

-0.02

-0.03

0.00

-0.05

0.13

Pretoria University
Experimental Farm

0.44

-0.26

-0.31

-0.42

-0.24

-0.35

-0.40

-0.28

-0.29

-0.26

-0.31

0.13

Bela Bela

0.09

0.12

0.08

-0.09

0.11

0.01

-0.04

0.07

0.09

0.12

0.05

0.14

Polokwane

0.14

0.05

-0.04

-0.14

0.04

-0.03

-0.08

0.06

-0.03

0.04

-0.01

0.13

Musina

0.22

-0.01

-0.11

-0.22

0.01

-0.11

-0.15

-0.01

-0.09

-0.03

-0.08

0.14

Average

0.17

0.0

-0.08

-0.14

0.02

-0.08

-0.13

-0.03

-0.03

-0.02

-0.05

0.12

Calvinia

Figure 2:

Trends in annual mean diurnal temperature range (DTR) in °C per decade, for the period 1951–2005, from the observations (obs) and multi-model
mean (mmm) data sets, as indicated. Filled triangles denote significant trends at the 5% level.
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Cold and warm nights

and vary spatially relatively more than the extreme indices that are not
based on only one value per year.1,3 For the coldest night (Figure 5a)
it is, however, noticeable that for the obs most coastal stations show
relatively large positive trends, mostly greater than +0.2 °C/decade. In
contrast, all locations from the mmm results show small non-significant
trends of -0.1 to +0.1 °C/decade.

Both the obs and mmm show the number of cold nights decreasing
(Figure 3a). Evident from the obs are larger decreases in the number
of cold nights along the coastal regions (mostly <-2.5%/decade)
compared to the interior (mostly -1.5 to -0.5%/decade). With the
exception of Calvinia (Western Cape Province), all observed cold night
trends were significantly negative. The mmm shows more consistent
trends, at all locations in the range -1.5 to -0.5%/decade.

For the obs, trends in warmest nights (Figure 5b) are mostly small and
non-significant, but significantly positive trends are shown mostly along
the coast and the Gauteng Province. This is, however, not the case
for the mmm, for which most significant trends are in the central to
northwestern interior and Gauteng.

Trends in warm nights (Figure 3b) show larger spatial variation of
warming in comparison to cold nights. For the obs, most stations in the
central interior of the country show non-significant trends but, as is the
case for cold nights, signs of stronger warming along the coast and in
the Gauteng Province area. Similarly to cold nights, the mmm shows
more consistent trends (+0.5 to +0.15%/decade) for most stations but,
as is the case for the observations, stronger trends around the Gauteng
Province (+1.5 to +2.5%/decade).

Extreme maximum temperatures, indicated by the hottest and coldest
day indices (not shown), show consistently small trends, mostly
increases, for the mmm. However, for the obs, while the results are
mostly statistically insignificant, four stations show significant warming
for both the hottest and coldest day indices.

Cool and hot days
Figure 4a presents the trends in cool days. A general decrease in the
number of cool days is observed, but with a stronger decrease at some
of the coastal stations with trends lower than -1.5%/decade. In contrast,
some stations in the southern interior show almost no observed trend. For
the mmm, the trends are again, as in the discussion in the previous section,
spatially more consistent, mostly in the order of -0.5 to -1.5%/decade.

Cold and warm spells
It is evident that cold spells in general decreased over the analysis period.
Significant decreases are isolated in the northern parts of South Africa,
both for the obs and mmm. In contrast, general increases in warm spells
are found. For the obs, most stations in the western half of the country
show significant increases. For the mmm, in contrast, the significant
increases are found in the northern and northeastern interior.

The trend results for the number of hot days (Figure 4b) indicate general
increases, but again the obs results are spatially more variable, with
trend magnitudes ranging from negative to greater than +2.5%/decade.
For the mmm, most locations show statistically significant trends of
+0.5 to +1.5%/decade.

Future trends (2006–2095)
In this section the results of the RCM generated trends of the ETCCDI
indices over the period 2006–2095, under conditions of the RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 pathways, are compared, with warming trends expected to be
stronger under RCP8.5 than under RCP4.5.

Extreme minimum and maximum temperatures
Most previous studies have shown that long-term trends of annual
extreme minimum and maximum temperatures are mostly not significant,
a

b

Figure 3:

Trends in annual number of (a) cold nights (TN10P) and (b) warm nights (TN90P), in % per decade, for the period 1951–2005 from the
observations (obs) and multi-model mean (mmm) data sets. Filled triangles denote significant trends at the 5% level.
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Figure 4:

Trends in annual number of (a) cool days (TX10P) and (b) hot days (TX90P), in % per decade, for the period 1951–2005 from the observations
(obs) and multi-model mean (mmm) data sets. Filled triangles denote significant trends at the 5% level.
a

b

Figure 5:

Trends in annual extreme minimum temperatures: (a) coldest nights (TNN) and (b) warmest nights (TNX), in °C per decade, for the period 1951–
2005 from the observations (obs) and multi-model mean (mmm) data sets. Filled triangles denote significant trends at the 5% level.
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Diurnal temperature range

Extreme minimum and maximum temperatures

The trends of diurnal temperature range under RCP4.5 are almost zero,
similarly with the historical RCM trends. However, in the case of RCP8.5,
some stations show significant, albeit very small, positive trends in the
interior and negative trends for two of the coastal stations.

Trends in the coldest night of the year (Figure 8) under RCP4.5 conditions
are non-significant at some locations in the interior, to more than +0.3
°C/decade along the south and east coasts and the far north at Musina
(Limpopo Province). Under RCP8.5, trends are also lower in the interior,
but mostly +0.1 to +0.2 °C/decade, and higher than +0.3 °C/decade
along the coast and northern interior.

Cold and warm nights

For the warmest night of the year (not shown), the northern half of the
country shows significant trends of higher than +0.2 °C/decade and
+0.3 °C/decade under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 conditions, respectively.

Figure 6 presents the future trends in the number of cold nights under
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 conditions. Both pathways show a general warming
trend, with the number of cold nights decreasing. While the RCP4.5
pathway shows trends of -0.5 to -1.5%/decade, and non-significant trends
for some stations in the interior, the RCP8.5 pathway shows trends of -1.5
to -2.5%/decade, which are statistically significant at all locations.

For the hottest day of the year, trends from just higher than +1 °C/
decade are shown in the south to more than +0.3 °C/decade in the
north (Figure 9) under RCP4.5. Under RCP8.5, all stations show trends
higher than +0.3 °C/decade.

Trends in warm nights (not shown) for the RCP4.5 conditions indicate
increases in the number of warm nights from just over +1%/decade
to more than +2.5%/decade, with the amount of warming unevenly
distributed across the country. The RCP8.5 pathway shows trends in
excess of +2.5%/decade for all stations.

Trends in the coldest day are somewhat lower than those for the hottest
day under RCP4.5, but for RCP8.5 are still higher than +0.3 °C/decade
for all stations.

Cold and warm spells

A general decrease in the number of cool days is observed (Figure 7a) for
most stations of -1.5 to -0.5%/decade under conditions of the RCP4.5
pathway and mostly -1.5 to -2.5%/decade under RCP8.5.

General increases in warm spells are evident, but less so in the southeast
of the country. Most stations in the remainder of the country show trends
of more than +0.6 days/decade under RCP4.5 conditions. Except for
the south coast, all stations showed trends in warm spells in excess of
+0.6 days/decade.

The trend results for hot days (not shown) indicate generally stronger
warming than with cool days, with most stations in the interior under
RCP4.5 showing increases of +1.5 to +2.5%/decade, and under RCP8.5
in excess of +2.5%/decade.

The results for the future trends in cold spells are spatially quite variable
under RCP4.5 conditions. However, under RCP8.5, a picture emerges in
which decreases in cold spells are more pronounced in the central and
northern parts (decreases lower than -6 days/decade).

Cool and hot days

Figure 6:

Trends in annual number of cold nights (TN10P) in % per decade, for the period 2006–2095 for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, as indicated.
Filled triangles denote significant trends at the 5% level.

Figure 7:

Trends in annual number of cool days (TX10P) in % per decade, for the period 2006–2095 for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, as indicated.
Filled triangles denote significant trends at the 5% level.
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Figure 8:

Trends in coldest nights (TNN) in °C per decade, for the period 2006–2095 for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Filled triangles denote significant
trends at the 5% level.

Figure 9:

Trends in hottest days (TXX) in °C per decade, for the period 2006–2095 for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, as indicated. Filled triangles
denote significant trends at the 5% level.

Discussion and conclusion

acceleration of trend, especially in the second half of the future period,
while the trend under RCP4.5 shows more constancy. It would seem that
similar near-linear trends for both pathways can be assumed for the next
few decades, but a second-order polynomial is probably a more realistic
way to represent the index trends in the far-future under RCP8.5.

The impact of present and future global warming on South African nearsurface temperatures has been investigated by conducting a detailed
and critical point station analysis on climate change model performance
and projections. Overall, the results from both station observations and
RCM-generated mmm confirm the findings of previous studies that
over recent decades significant warming took place in most of South
Africa.1,2 The results generated by the RCA4 RCM downscaling largely
confirm findings from observed temperature data analyses. However, it
is apparent that the mmm trend exhibits less variability, both spatially and
in magnitude. Here it should be emphasised that the RCM outputs do not
reflect the exact interannual variability of the observed climate, but rather
reflect the general state of the climate over an extended period, and more
efficiently so over longer periods. Despite this, the RCM outputs were still
able to reflect the general climatic trend over the 1951–2005 historical
period of analysis. For the annual means of the maximum and minimum
temperatures, and the mean thereof, the mmm show for all three cases,
average trends very close to the trends from the observed data. One can
infer that the general difference between obs and mmm results is that
the mmm is not able to simulate larger trends effectively. There can be
various causes for this ineffectiveness, e.g. the length of the analysis
period and urbanisation, which is not considered in the modelling.

Figure 10: Ensemble mean simulation of TN90P (in % with basis period
2006–2035), under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios,
as indicated.

As expected, modelled trends under RCP8.5 show stronger warming
than under RCP4.5, and for both pathways the warming trends in extreme
temperatures are on average stronger than the historical trends. Here it is
interesting to note the temporal constancy of the modelled future trends.
The general result for all stations and extreme value indices is illustrated
here with Figure 10, which presents the ensemble mean projection of
the TN90P index at Cape Agulhas. Under RCP8.5, one can clearly see an
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Other studies, e.g. Ringard et al. for West Africa24, indicate similarities in
trends in extreme temperatures between observations and simulations
and an acceleration of the trend thereafter. For the higher RCP pathways,
the trends tend to remain similar throughout the 21st century with little
indications of decrease. We have found similar results in that, for the
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RCP4.5 pathway, warming trends tend to be close to constant and near
linear. However, the RCP8.5 pathway indicates a future scenario in which
the increase in surface temperatures, including extremes, accelerates,
and therefore a simple linear trend will not represent these trends in a
realistic manner.

16. Moberg A, Jones PD. Regional climate model simulations of daily maximum
and minimum near-surface temperatures across Europe compared with
observed station data 1961–1990. Clim Dyn. 2005;23:695–715. https://doi.
org/10.1007/s00382-004-0464-3
17. Dale A, Fant C, Strzepek K, Lickley M, Solomon S. Climate model uncertainty
in impact assessments for agriculture: A multi-ensemble case study on
maize in sub-Saharan Africa. Earth’s Future. 2017;5:337–353. https://doi.
org/10.1002/2017EF000539
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